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a b s t r a C t

this paper delineates the evolutionary background of the 
unprecedented epidemic of obesity that has evolved over 
the last century. some two million years ago, a change of 
climate in the habitat of our primate ancestors triggered 
dietary adaptations which allowed our brain to grow. a shift 
from principally carbohydrate-based to fish- and meat-based 
eating habits provided sufficient fuel and building blocks 
to facilitate encephalisation. insulin resistance may have 
evolved simultaneously as a means to avert the danger of 
hypoglycaemia to the brain (in view of the reduction of 
carbohydrate intake). ensuing cognitive capacities enabled 
the control of fire and the manufacturing of tools, which 
increased energy yield from food even further and eased 
the defence against predators. the latter development 
relieved the selective pressure to maintain an upper level of 
bodyweight (driven by predation of overweight individuals). 
since then, random mutations allowing bodyweight to 
increase spread in the human gene pool by genetic drift. 
also, (seasonal) food insecurity in hunter-gatherer societies 
spurred the evolution of thrifty genes to maximise nutrient 
intake and energy storage when food was available. the 
agricultural and industrial revolutions rapidly changed our 
habitat: virtually unlimited stocks of (refined) foodstuffs 
and mechanical substitutes of physical efforts push up 
energy balance, particularly in those of us who are still 
adapted to former environmental conditions: i.e. who carry 
thrifty genes and lack (genetic) protection against weight 
gain. intrauterine epigenetic mechanisms potentially 
reinforce the impact of these genes on the propensity to 
grow obese.

“Thus, from the war of nature, from famine and death, the 
most exalted object which we are capable of conceiving, namely, 
the production of the higher animals, directly follows.” (Charles 
Darwin in: On the Origin of Species, 1859)
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i n t r o d U C t i o n

Currently, the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
estimates more than one billion people worldwide to be 
overweight, of whom at least 300 million are obese.1 This is 
particularly worrisome, because obesity increases the risk 
of various chronic diseases, i.e. cardiovascular disease, type 
2 diabetes mellitus and certain forms of cancer.1 Therefore, 
the WHO and other non-governmental organisations have 
called for global action to prevent further escalation and 
reduce the number of obese people.2

It is of primary importance for the prevention and 
treatment of any disease to understand its root cause. 
Although hominid artifacts supposedly depicting obese 
humans date back as far as 500,000 years,3 the current 
epidemic has evolved over the last one hundred. Why 
is that? Clearly, the industrial revolution plays a major 
role: motorised labour and transportation, in concert 
with the availability of virtually unlimited amounts of 
food in (Western) societies marked by technical and 
socioeconomic progress, push energy balance upward in 
many individuals. In fact, given these developments, the 
appropriate question is not why so many people are obese, 
but why so many of us appear to escape this physical fate.
This paper delineates the biological and social 
underpinnings of the obesity epidemic from an 
evolutionary point of view. Climate change and ensuing 
dietary adaptations profoundly influenced the development 
of our brain, which probably permitted two recent events 
triggering the current epidemic of metabolic disease 
to occur: the agricultural and industrial revolutions. 
Although the technical breakthroughs that facilitated 
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these socioeconomic upheavals doubtlessly contribute to 
the bodyweight increase of contemporary homo sapiens, 
it is very important for the development of prevention and 
treatment strategies to bear in mind that biological features 
of our species also play their part.

t H e  e a r l y  d a y s :  e V e n t s 
f a C i l i t a t i n G  b r a i n  G r o W t H

The story begins some four to six million years ago. 
Our primate ancestors lived in the woods of Eastern 
Africa (Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia). Their diet primarily 
comprised leaves, roots, fruits and nuts at the time.4 Thus, 
the main macronutrient we consumed was carbohydrate. 
Approximately two million years back, the climate in 
Eastern Africa changed profoundly (it became dryer 
and colder), which had a major impact on our habitat. 
Forests disappeared and were replaced by arid grasslands, 
inhabited by herbivore game (and large predators).5 These 
ecological changes provided an excellent opportunity for 
our hominin ancestors with sufficient capability to exploit 
animal resources. Archaeological and anthropological 
evidence strongly suggests that we ultimately moved to 
these grasslands and coastlines, attracted by much higher 
quality food6,7: from then on proteins and unsaturated 
fatty acids (from game and fish) were abundant in our diet, 
comprising some 50 to 60% of intake on a percentage of 
total calories basis.7,8 This dietary change in turn allowed 
a crucial event in our evolutionary history to occur: the 
growth of our brain. There are at least two reasons why 
this particular change of food habits was essential for our 
brain to be able to grow: first, unsaturated fatty acids are 
essential building blocks of neural tissue. Approximately 
50 to 60% of the human adult brain is made up of lipids,9 

of which nearly one third are polyunsaturated, primarily 
arachidonic acid and docosahexaenoic acid.10 Second, our 
brain is extremely expensive in terms of energy costs: it 
consumes >20% of total resting expenditure.11,12 Energy 
yield from far more nutrient dense fish and meat is much 
higher than from (structural) plant components (e.g. bark, 
mature leaves).13 The growth of our brain was probably 
essential for our intellectual development. In due course 
we learned how to control fire (first evidence dates back 
some 800,000 years.14 Heating of food improved energy 
yield even further, as it clearly facilitates digestion.15

Notably, these biological and cultural developments merely 
allowed the brain to grow; they do not explain why it did. 
Various theories address the latter issue. For example, it 
has been proposed that intellectual development increased 
survival among hominids exploiting the complicated 
nutritional niche of hunting and gathering. It requires 
tools, social strategies and memory to effectively catch prey 

in open grasslands and forage for ripe fruits and nuts in 
continuously changing seasons and environments. Chance 
changes in brain morphology, intensifying neuronal 
number and connectivity (thereby promoting intelligence), 
may therefore have conferred a survival advantage on 
our hominin ancestors.16 In addition, the use of tools 
and social interactions per se may have spurred neural 
development.17 One other possibility I would like to put 
forward here is that we needed our intellect to escape 
from predators in open grasslands. Our species does 
not have powerful physical tools at its disposal to ward 
off life-threatening attacks by predators. Climbing trees 
or quickly getting away in an underground refuge are 
alternative means to escape which do not particularly fit 
with our physique either. Attacks by predators probably 
posed a major threat to our ancestors until technical 
(stone tools, fire control) and social (coordinated defence 
strategies) developments quite significantly facilitated 
survival.18,19 Conceivably, growing intellectual capacity, as 
a function of neural connectivity, was a prerequisite for the 
emergence of these adaptations which clearly conferred 
a survival advantage. Therefore, hominids with larger 
brains harbouring extensive neural networks (i.e. greater 
intellectual capacity) may have survived more often than 
those with smaller brains.

t e n  t H o U s a n d  y e a r s  b a C k :  
t H e  a G r i C U l t U r a l  r e V o l U t i o n

Perhaps also as a result of intellectual progress, our 
ancestors became adventurous and migrated out of 
Africa for the first time some 1.8 million years ago (the 
precise timing of this event is hotly debated by the way). 
The majority of migrants moving away during this first 
out-of-Africa exodus ended up in Asia. Their offspring 
finally became extinct only recently (100,000 years back).20 
A second exodus, approximately 800,000 years ago, 
primarily landed in Europe, bringing forth (among others) 
the Neanderthal species which died out some 20 to 30 
thousand years back.20 Finally, during the third and last 
exodus which populated the world as it is today, people 
accidentally passed by the fertile grounds of the land of the 
Euphrates and Tigris rivers, including significant territory 
of modern-day countries such as Egypt, Iraq, Syria, 
Jordan, Lebanon, Israel, Iran and Turkey. The geophysical 
and climate characteristics of this region pre-eminently 
enabled the natural occurrence of the wild progenitors 
of the Neolithic founder crops (cereals, legumes and 
flax) and four of the five most important domesticated 
animals (cows, goats, sheep, and pigs). Because of these 
favourable environmental conditions, the so-called Fertile 
Crescent became the birthplace of modern agriculture 
and stock-breeding some 10,000 years ago.21 Independent 
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development of agriculture occurred somewhat later in 
China, the African Sahel region, New Guinea and several 
areas in the Americas.21

The advent of agriculture profoundly affected 
the composition of our diet. As outlined above, 
hunter-gatherers thrived on a mix of carbohydrates, 
proteins and (unsaturated) fatty acids for millions of years. 
It is important to note that there has not been one universal 
diet consumed by all hunter-gatherer communities. Rather, 
as suggested by studies of contemporary hunter-gatherer 
tribes22 and commonsense, the availability of food 
depended on geographic locale and climate conditions. 
Humans evolved as veritable omnivores, although it 
seems likely that >50% of hunter-gatherer subsistence 
comprised animal food.8 However, various types of food 
cannot have been consumed on a regular basis before the 
advent of agriculture and animal husbandry. Agriculture 
in essence reintroduced carbohydrate as the principal 
macronutrient. Agricultural produce primarily contains 
carbohydrate; it partially supplanted hunter-gatherer 
protein and (unsaturated) fatty acid in our diet. Moreover, 
animal husbandry introduced dairy and promotes the 
consumption of saturated instead of unsaturated fat. 
The latter is for two reasons. First, cattle meat partially 
replaced fish in our diet and fish is an important source of 
unsaturated fatty acids. Second, the dominant fatty acids 
in adipocytes of wild mammals are saturated, whereas 
muscle and other tissues primarily contain polyunsaturated 
(PUFA) or monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA).23 Because 
subcutaneous and abdominal adipose stores are depleted 
during most of the year in wild animals, PUFA and MUFA 
constitute most of their total carcass fat.23 The advent of 
animal domestication and stock breeding attenuated the 
(seasonal) depletion of (saturated) fat stores by year round 
feeding of stored plant foods. Therefore, cattle harbour 
much more saturated fat when domesticated than in the 
wild. Also, it became feasible to slaughter animals at peak 
body fat percentage.

How did these recent dietary changes affect our health? 
Almost all evidence indicates that it deteriorated. Average 
adult height declined substantially after the advent of 
agriculture.24 Moreover, studies of bones and teeth show 
that the advent of agriculture coincides with a higher 
incidence of osteoporosis, rickets, caries and various other 
mineral and vitamin-deficiency disorders.25,26 Finally, 
undisputed evidence indicates that the size of our brain is 
currently shrinking for the first time in our evolutionary 
history (perhaps because of a lack of unsaturated fatty acids 
for build up and maintenance), albeit in parallel with the 
decline of bodyweight and height.27 
So how is it that agriculture turned out to be so successful? 
Agrarian societies rapidly conquered the world, while 

hunter-gatherers vanished either by defeat or by voluntary 
adoption of farming as a way of life.21 Agriculture enabled 
us to settle down at a fixed spot: we were no longer 
dependent on local (un)availability of food forcing us to 
move on to other areas to hunt and gather. This allows 
the number of offspring to increase, because mothers 
are no longer obliged to carry their children around 
in continuous search of foraging areas (it is feasible to 
simultaneously carry one or perhaps two children at the 
very most). Building more robust accommodation and 
fenced villages facilitated defense against predators and 
hostile congeners. Predation and violence were major 
threats in hunter-gatherer times, although earlier social 
developments had significantly abated the danger of violent 
death (see above).18,19 Furthermore, agriculture allowed 
rapid evolution of knowledge-based societies: only a few 
members of the community could maintain food security 
for all, the rest had plenty of time to focus on innovation. 
In sharp contrast, hunter-gatherers were obliged to 
collectively forage for food during a considerable part of 
the day. As communities grew, (political) organisation 
substantially reinforced their capacity to withstand hostile 
threats and successfully embark on campaigns to expand 
territory.21 Clearly, these social corollaries of agriculture 
provided powerful benefits which explain its rapid 
world-wide scattering.

Overweight and obesity were probably exceptional for 
thousands of years after the advent of agriculture, although 
famous statuettes of obese individuals such as the Venus 
of Willendorf date back even further. Also, Hippocrates 
recognised the dangers of overweight some 2400 years 
ago: ‘It is very injurious to health to take in more food than 
the constitution will bear, when, at the same time one 
uses no exercise to carry off this excess…. For as aliment 
fills, and exercise empties the body, the result of an exact 
equipoise between them must be to leave the body in 
the same state they found it, that is, in perfect health.’28 
Obesity predominantly occurred among members of the 
upper social class, who had continuous access to food 
and usually performed intellectual duties not requiring 
physical activity.28 In this context it is vital to bear in mind 
that food shortage as a result of failed harvest, particularly 
affecting the man in the street, was fairly common in 
pre-industrial societies.29

r e C e n t  d e V e l o P M e n t s :  t H e 
i n d U s t r i a l  r e V o l U t i o n 

In the late 18th century, major technological developments 
in the United Kingdom foreshadowed worldwide 
socioeconomic and cultural changes which signify a 
third turning point in human history. Machine-based 
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manufacturing and farming, enabled by spectacular 
progress in the field of fuelling, dramatically increased 
(agricultural) production capacity. Moreover, it became 
far more feasible to store food safely for longer periods 
of time. For the first time in history, nutrients were 
available for all (in those parts of the world profiting from 
the developments). Also, motorised labour and transport 
pre-empted physical efforts. Childhood mortality declined 
significantly (for various reasons). The world’s population 
grew almost sixfold since the early 1800’s.30

As a corollary of these advancements, the industrial 
revolution had a major impact on human energy balance 
equations. Reliable data documenting calorie intake are 
scarce, in particular for food consumption during the 
19th and early 20th century. However, commonsense tells 
us that average intake must have increased substantially. 
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the 
United Nations reports a continuing increase of total 
daily calorie consumption by 20 to 25% across the world 
since 1960.31 Data from the US confirm the substantial 
increase of per capita calorie intake over the last 30 
years.32 Perhaps even more important, dietary composition 
also changed considerably: cereals were highly refined 
by mechanised mills; refined sugars were introduced 
and consumed on an ever-growing scale; sodium intake 
increased dramatically, whereas potassium intake declined; 
micronutrient density declined whereas calorie density 
increased; fibre content fell substantially; and saturated fat 
replaced (poly)unsaturated (table 1) (for an excellent review 
see Cordain et al.33).

Concurrently, our environment was deliberately designed 
to minimise the requirement for physical activity. 
Although reliable methods to quantify total daily energy 
expenditure are only just emerging, the secular decline 
in physical activity is obvious. Motorised labour and 
transport have profoundly suppressed calorie needs.34,35 
Finally, advancements in heating technology and clothing 
effectively protect us against the nuisance of cold weather, 
which substantially diminishes the energy requirements 
for adaptive thermogenesis.36,37

The consequences of these lifestyle changes for our 
energy balance and health are easy to contain. Indeed, 
when contemporary hunter-gatherer societies adopt the 
‘Western’ way of life, obesity, diabetes and atherosclerosis 
become commonplace.38-40 Conversely, temporary reversal 
of westernisation (by living as hunter-gatherers in their 
traditional country for seven weeks) essentially cures 
type 2 diabetes in obese Australian Aborigines.41 In fact, 
the obvious question is why so many people maintain 
metabolic health in the face of the current environmental 
‘challenges’. The answer to this question is not entirely 
clear. I will briefly address four important hypotheses 
trying to explain this enigma. 

t H e  t H r i f t y  G e n e  H y P o t H e s i s

In the early 1960s, James Van Gundia Neel, a pioneer in 
the study of human genetics, launched his ‘thrifty gene 
hypothesis’,42 which still dominates thinking about the 
biological roots of obesity and diabetes. Neel was one 
of the first to recognise the important role of genes in 
the pathogenesis of these ailments. His hypothesis is 
founded on the basic premise that genes which are part 
of the (human) gene pool must have had survival benefits 
in evolutionary history. Neel specifically proposed that 
a genetically determined excessive insulin response to 
nutrient ingestion would minimise the loss of precious 
glucose in harsh times of food scarcity. Hyperinsulinaemia 
would effectively promote storage of ingested calories. 
Overalimentation in modern times would result in plasma 
insulin levels that elicit ‘insulin antagonism in plasma’ 
as proposed by Vallance-Owen and colleagues,43 and 
thereby cause diabetes. As other laboratories could not 
confirm the existence of circulating insulin antagonists, 
the original physiological basis of the hypothesis collapsed, 
which led Neel to revisit his reasoning in regard to the 
mechanistic link between the obese diabetic genotype and 
phenotype. Complex adaptive genetic traits would compile 
multi-faceted endocrine systems designed to retain 
calories in times of famine.44 The genes involved ‘are very 
predominantly fine old genes with, of course, some allelic 
variation, honed by millennia of selection for harmonious 

table 1. Major differences in food components 
of modern-day humans as compared with our 
hunter-gatherer ancestors

Contemporary vs. hunter-gatherer

Calorie intake  ↑

Physical activity ↓ ↓

Dietary composition

Total carbohydrates:   ↑

 refined carbohydrates  ↑  ↑

 fibres ↓ ↓

Total protein ↓

Total fat: ~

 PUFA ↓ ↓

 w-6:w-3    ↑  ↑

 SFA    ↑  ↑

Micronutrients: ↓

 sodium    ↑  ↑

 potassium ↓

PUfa = polyunsaturated fatty acids
sfa = saturated fatty acids
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interactions and appropriate epigenetic relationships, the 
proper function of which is overwhelmed by extraneously 
imposed parameters of very recent origin’.44

Neel’s genetic premise still holds. There is widespread 
consensus that genes determine the variation in 
bodyweight and body fat distribution in a given (social) 
environment for at least 50 to 70%.45,46 Genes are also 
involved in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes mellitus 
(DM2), although all single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNP) known to be associated with DM2 to date add only 
marginally to risk prediction by conventional factors.46,47 
Monogenetic forms of either disease are well known, but 
complex genetic traits predispose to metabolic disorder 
in the vast majority of patients.46 The mechanistic links 
between genotype and phenotype of both ailments remain 
largely unknown. However, it is remarkable that all 
monogenetic defects causing human obesity known to date 
disrupt hypothalamic circuits that control food intake.48 
Therefore, although it is often assumed that genetic 
factors underlying obesity affect metabolic rate or selective 
partitioning of excess calories into fat, current evidence 
suggests that genetic determinants of satiety and food 
intake are likely to be at least as important. The precise 
biological correlates of the majority of DM2 SNPs are not 
known, but many of them map close to genes expressed 
in the islets of Langerhans and/or are associated with 
β-cell dysfunction.46,49 Inasmuch as the pathophysiology 
of DM2 is marked by dual defects of insulin secretion and 
action,50 it is likely that the genes which predispose to DM2 
(given the current affluent conditions) control the extent to 
which β-cell function can be maintained in the face of (also 
heritable, see below) insulin resistance.
Thus, the thrifty gene hypothesis proposes that those of 
us carrying a hereditary taint to efficiently harvest and/
or store calories are the ones who run the greatest risk to 
grow obese in contemporary industrialised living climates. 
These genes conferred survival advantage in ancient 
times characterised by (seasonal) food insecurity. There is 
general consensus that genes play an important role in the 
pathogenesis of metabolic disease. Various alleles related 
to obesity are widespread among the population.51 I also 
think that most evolutionary biologists still tend to agree 
with the conceptual underpinning of Neel’s hypothesis. In 
keeping with his revised mechanistic explanation, obesity 
is caused by the concerted effects of multiple gene products 
in the vast majority of patients. However, in sharp contrast 
to Neel’s original idea about the pathogenesis of DM2, 
mutations predisposing to this disease appear to hamper 
β-cell function. These alleles could probably spread in the 
gene pool, because there has never been selection pressure 
on β-cell capacity. Current environmental conditions (i.e. 
unlimited availability of food, particularly refined sugars) 
and (obesity associated) insulin resistance challenge β-cell 
function to an unprecedented extent, leading to failure in 

those of us with functional capacity in the lower range of 
the boundaries compatible with life.

t H e  P r e d a t i o n  r e l e a s e 
H y P o t H e s i s

I will just briefly summarise John Speakman’s intriguing 
ideas explaining the epidemic of obesity in modern 
societies, because he elaborately outlined his novel 
hypothesis recently in an excellent paper.19 The interested 
reader will find all relevant references in this paper. 
In essence, Speakman argues that there is insufficient 
evidence to support the notion that our ancestors have been 
exposed to perils of famine sufficiently severe for thrifty 
genes to propagate. Moreover, he puts forward that strong 
selection for thrifty genes would predict hunter-gatherers to 
grow fat in between epochs of famine, and various studies 
of contemporary hunter-gatherer societies do not report 
such weight gain. Finally, he asserts that any postulate 
involving thrifty genes as a root cause of obesity cannot 
explain the fact that so many people maintain normal 
bodyweight in the current environment, as such genes 
spread widely in the gene pool when given sufficient 
time to propagate. As an alternative, Speakman suggests 
that ancient genes controlled bodyweight within narrow 
limits, with mutations causing obesity selected against 
by the risk of predation. As mentioned earlier, predation 
posed a major threat to our hominid ancestors, and obese 
individuals must have been easy and attractive targets 
for obvious reasons (i.e. less mobile, more calories to 
consume). Some one million years ago, humans evolved 
social strategies to ward off predators. Furthermore, the 
control of fire and stone tools that could be used as weapons 
quite significantly facilitated the defence against lethal 
attacks. These developments relieved the selective pressure 
to maintain bodyweight below an upper setpoint. Since 
then, random mutations allowing bodyweight to increase 
were no longer removed from the gene pool and spread 
gradually through genetic drift. When food is available 
in virtually unlimited quantities and physical activity no 
longer required to meet the necessaries of life, bodyweight 
can grow unabatedly in those of us afflicted. The fact that 
the mutations spread through random drift rather than 
directed selection explains why so many people maintain a 
normal weight despite current environmental conditions.

f o e t a l  o r i G i n s  o f  a d U l t  o b e s i t y

Barker and colleagues were the first to recognise that 
intrauterine conditions have a major impact on adult 
health.52 Geographical studies demonstrated that 
contemporary rates of death from coronary heart disease 
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were closely associated with death rates among newborn 
babies in the past. Death among newborns was almost 
invariably attributed to low birth weight. The finding 
spurred scientific interest in the effects of the intrauterine 
environment on adult (metabolic) disease. Foetal and 
neonatal growth are marked by extraordinary plasticity, 
allowing intrinsic and environmental factors to impact 
on development so as to optimally adapt the offspring’s 
phenotype to current environmental conditions. A huge 
body of evidence now supports the view that foetal 
nutrition shapes its metabolic phenotype through 
epigenetic modification of gene expression.53 Intrauterine 
conditions affect gene expression through histone 
modification and methylation of DNA, which is heritable 
but does not bear on mutation of DNA itself (hence the 
term ‘epigenetic’).54 It has now been firmly established 
that maternal overweight and elevated plasma levels of 
glucose and triglyceride levels are strongly predictive 
of foetal and neonatal fatness and body mass index 
of offspring at 8 years of age.55 The precise epigenetic 
mechanisms involved are not known, but may relate to 
transcriptional modification of metabolic and behavioural 
gene pathways by in utero exposure to excess maternal 
lipids.55 Conversely, and paradoxically, female (but not 
male) offspring of mothers exposed to famine during 
gestation in the Dutch ‘Hongerwinter’ are also obese at 
middle age.56 The impact of foetal malnutrition on adult 
obesity was recently confirmed by a study among children 
whose mothers were undernourished during the Biafran 
civil war famine.57

The currently available data documenting the epigenetic 
origins of obesity allow for a model of its pathogenesis 
assuming the primacy of recent environmental changes. 
In particular, they imply that both parental obesity and 
nutritional deficits during gestation inheritably adapt 
foetal gene expression profiles so as to predispose the 
offspring to excessive weight gain. In this context, obesity 
does not necessarily involve genetic predisposition. Rather, 
environmental cues affecting food intake (e.g. aggressive 
advertising of foodstuffs) may induce parental metabolic 
changes, which alter gene expression profiles in their 
offspring so as to produce an inheritable trait predisposing 
to weight gain in subsequent generations. However, 
epigenetic mechanisms may obviously also cooperate 
with genetic traits to reinforce pathogenetic mechanisms 
underlying obesity.

t H e  C a r n i V o r e  C o n n e C t i o n : 
P U t t i n G  i n s U l i n  r e s i s t a n C e  i n 
e V o l U t i o n a r y  P e r s P e C t i V e

Insulin facilitates glucose and amino acid uptake in muscle 
and adipose tissue. It also promotes incorporation of 

fatty acids in adipose triglycerides. Conversely, it inhibits 
glucose and triglyceride production by the liver.58,59 Thus, 
the postprandial rise of circulating insulin levels effectively 
clears ingested nutrients from the blood. Consequently, 
insulin resistance hampers postprandial disposal of 
glucose, (branched-chain) amino acids and fatty acids 
and promotes (postprandial) hepatic glucose output and 
triglyceride production. Therefore, insulin resistance is 
associated with a cluster of metabolic anomalies, including 
hyperglycaemia, hypertriglyceridaemia, low plasma 
HDL-cholesterol levels (directly linked with increased 
circulating VLDL-triglyceride levels), hypertension and 
abdominal obesity,60 often referred to as the ‘metabolic 
syndrome’. Essentially, insulin resistance hampers the 
use of glucose for fuel by peripheral tissues, saving it 
for the brain to combust. It provides even more glucose 
to the brain by simultaneous promotion of endogenous 
glucose production (with circulating amino acids and 
glycerol as precursors of gluconeogenesis). In sync, it 
supplies other tissues with fatty acids as an alternative fuel. 
The pathogenesis of insulin resistance involves complex 
gene-environment interactions.61 What evolutionary 
pressures have pushed the widespread dissipation of the 
genes involved?
As pointed out earlier, our ancestor’s dietary composition 
switched from primarily carbohydrate based to protein 
rich some two million years ago in response to a climate 
change in Eastern Africa.4,7,62 Our brain chiefly relies on 
glucose for its energy requirements and cerebral energy 
consumption at physical rest amounts to a striking 25% 
of total bodily expenditure.11,12 Thus, the dietary change 
simultaneously allowed the brain to grow (by provision 
of unsaturated fatty acid and energy) and created a direct 
threat to brain health and survival: glucose deprivation. 
Seventeen years ago, Jeanette Brand Miller and Stephen 
Colagiuri proposed that insulin resistance developed 
to overcome this environmental threat.62,63 It is quite 
conceivable that insulin resistance conferred a survival 
benefit particularly in winter when food was scarce for 
hunter-gatherers: effective partitioning of precious glucose 
towards the brain may have been critical for maintenance 
of brain health. In this context, the seasonal cycling of fat 
storage (hoarding in summer in preparation for winter 
time) that marks wild mammals,33 probably including 
hominid hunter-gatherers, is of mechanistic interest: 
adipose tissue plays a major role in the pathogenesis of 
insulin resistance.64

The agricultural revolution reintroduced carbohydrates 
as the dominant macronutrient in our diet. Subsequent 
industrialisation made food continuously available to the 
majority of the population and catapulted the consumption 
of refined sugars. In these circumstances, insulin 
resistance is no longer an asset. In contrast, it elevates 
blood glucose levels and predisposes to DM2.
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s U M M a r y  a n d  P e r s P e C t i V e

Three major events in our evolution presaged the current 
epidemic of obesity and type 2 diabetes. Approximately 
two million years ago geophysical and climate changes 
in Eastern Africa triggered dietary adaptations that 
allowed the growth of our brain. A shift from principally 
carbohydrate-based to protein- and unsaturated fatty 
acid-rich food provided sufficient fuel and building 
blocks to facilitate encephalisation. Insulin resistance 
may have evolved simultaneously as a means to avert 
the danger of hypoglycaemia to the brain. Also, thrifty 
genes maximised food intake and energy storage when 
available and technical and social progress relieved 
the selective pressure to maintain an upper level of 
body weight. Ensuing intellectual capacities enabled 
two very recent developments that shaped our society 
of today: the agricultural and industrial revolutions. 
These socioeconomic landslides changed environmental 
conditions so quickly that many of us are not yet 
physically adapted. Reintroduction of carbohydrate as 
the predominant macronutrient, availability of virtually 
unlimited stocks of refined foodstuffs and mechanical 
substitutes of physical efforts render those of us who are 
genetically designed to survive in harsh circumstances 
particularly susceptible to obesity and type 2 diabetes 
mellitus.
It is of critical importance for the design of preventive 
measures to bear in mind that we have built our society 
as it is for good reasons: our recent evolutionary history of 
seasonal food insecurity strongly drives our inclination to 
maximise food stocks and consume if food is available as 
well as our tenor to sit still (and spare energy) as soon as 
the circumstances allow us to do so. These biological assets 
are obviously meaningless and even hazardous today. 
Although obesity and insulin resistance diminish human 
fecundity,65 it will probably take thousands if not millions 
of years of genetic drift to deplete the gene pool, inasmuch 
as evolutionary pressure to eliminate these traits will be 
relatively insignificant, because the adverse consequences 
generally arise well into reproductive age. Moreover, 
modern medical technology can assist obese patients to 
reproduce. In this respect, the currently evolving epidemic 
of childhood obesity may have quite different effects.
Darwin’s lessons are as meaningful as ever. For any 
preventive or therapeutic strategy focussing on obesity and 
diabetes to be truly effective, it is imperative to consider the 
evolutionary underpinnings of the problem. In particular, 
we need to understand that our behaviour and metabolism 
are driven by strong evolutionary roots. In view of the 
biological power of these roots, I am convinced that simply 
informing the public about the dangers of our behaviour 
and the potential solutions will yield only marginal results. 

Rather, we have to think of reasonable ways to curb our 
instincts nolens volens, or accept that nature will probably 
take a very long time to help us overcome the current 
epidemic.
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